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Welding Equipment Supervisor
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Company: National Petroleum Construction Company Limited

Location: abu dhabi

Category: other-general

Job Description• Supervise automatic welding technical team to ensure uninterrupted

operation of automatic welding equipment during pipelines installation offshore• Identify job

requirements for personnel and equipment during offshore mobilization• Provide required

training to the personnel to ensure fast and confident troubleshooting, maintenance and

repair of automatic welding equipment in accordance with manufacturer’s

recommendations on offshore barges/ vessels• Maintain the required level of automatic

welding spares and consumables on board of offshore barges/ vessels during pipeline

installation campaigns• Maintain and optimize automatic welding production to improve

installation rates and reduce cost of operation• Investigate and minimize weld repairs, and

apply corrective actions to ensure uninterrupted installation of offshore pipelines• Communicate

with onshore operational team for quires related to welding engineering, offshore operation,

supply and logistics• Coordinate with welding inspectors and third party NDT personnel,

client, and inspection team to maintain required level of quality, mitigate weld repairs and

provide contribution to Clients satisfaction• Conduct toolbox and safety meetings with automatic

welding technical personnel for implementation of NPCC/ Client’s HSE safety procedures and to

provide safe working environment on board of offshore pipelay barges/ vessels• Monitor

the compliance with automatic welding related Welding Procedures, Client Specification/

International Standard and QA/QC procedures• Compliance in accordance with

section/Company policies & procedures, Policy of Integrity & Code of Conduct & HSE

standards Skills Required• Secondary (10 years schooling) & a discipline-specific technical

diploma with 6 years of relevant experienceOR Secondary (10 years schooling) with 9
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